The Quest For Purpose
The Roadmap for the Engaged, Intentional Employee
• Purpose Discovery
• Self-Awareness Mastery
• Leadership, Communications, and Wellness
Moving individuals, teams, and organizations from a state
of complacency to a place of engagement requires a better
understanding of their strengths, gifts, talents and Personal Style
differences. When we do the discovery work, we reap the rewards
through real workforce interaction, involvement and improved ROI.
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Author, Speaker, Coach

Ken is available to speak to:
Corporate, Government, (HR, Training,
Consulting, Coaching and Career
Development Organizations/Professionals),
Education, Association and Industry
Groups, Businesses, and Direct
Marketing Organizations

Ken Keis, Ph.D., is a foremost global authority on behavioral
assessment strategies and processes, and an expert in
leadership, purpose, and wellness. He has authored over 4 million
words of content, including 500 articles, 4 books, and a dozen
assessments to help others realize their full potential.
President and CEO of Consulting Resource Group International
(CRG), Dr. Keis has worked with many high-profile companies,
associations, and industry groups. In the past 28 years, Ken has
conducted more than 3,000 presentations and 10,000 hours of
coaching and consulting. He is a highly sought-after author, speaker,
trainer, radio host, and TV and media guest. His books, Why Aren’t
You More Like Me?, Deliberate Leadership, and The Quest For
Purpose, are available on Amazon.com.

Speaking topics include:
The Quest For Purpose: A Self-Discovery Roadmap
To Find It And Live It is a roadmap for holistic selfdevelopment to discover what you truly value, to learn
about meaning before purpose, to understand mindset
and character traits, and to determine how to make the
right decisions, every time.
Why Aren’t You More Like Me? The Secrets to
Understanding Self and Others. Understand Your
Natural Preferences and Others’ Differences and learn
how to play to your strengths, how to stop feeling
offended, and how to act intentionally.

Deliberate Leadership: Learn about the implications
and impact of your Leadership Style. Recognize the
importance of influence and how to intentionally build
credibility and rapport. Inspire yourself and others, and
learn the three mandatory leadership skills.
Dying to Live: Vibrant Living Strategies for Improved
Health and Wellness. What is your health worth? Your
wellness is in your hands! Learn simple yet powerful
stress reduction strategies. This topic will address and
challenge mainstream recommendations and help
participants understand that we are each responsible for
our own well-being.

For booking, contact
kenspeaks@crgleader.com
www.kenkeis.com • 604-852-0566

The Quest For Purpose
The Roadmap for the Engaged, Intentional Employee

“

Ken’s keynote was the best I have
experienced in over five years. If you want a
professional, interactive and content rich style
speaker, I can confidently recommend Ken
Keis as someone who delivers – every time!

”

Alene Holmes, Meeting Planner

Steinbach Consulting & Associates

What people are saying:
“Ken, your consulting services, coaching expertise and ability to
communicate effectively exceeded my expectations. Thank you very much
for being the lead consultant for our national business process redesign
project. Like the VP of Chrysler stated on tape, this was the best work
he has ever seen, to help us move forward.”
Steve J. Landry, National Manager

Chrysler
“We want to thank you, Ken, for the recent leadership development
session help with my management team. The session accomplished my
primary objectives in a very professional and non-threatening fashion. I
highly recommend your process for all organizations, particularly ones
trying to move to a more effective team approach.”
Fred Townley-McKay, CEO

Southwest Credit Union
“Ken is one of the best trainers in leadership development and
assessments out there. His CRG certification program is an outstanding
value for money, even if all you get out of it is your own self-development,
let alone the people you serve in your field. As a teacher and speaker
who has taught around the world, I give Ken 5 out of 5 stars for
communication, interactive teaching, and just being an
incredible persuader!”
Jonathan Michael, Senior Level Birkman Coach

Adjunct Instructor Trinity Western University
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